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A. Edu Mobility 

Man has always relied on the time of supply of education to learn and 

develop life. 

Amidst all this detail is a „World of Unforeseen dynamics‟ which affects the 

supply of education to kids, children, teenagers and even adults.  

As per tradition, the past and today, the teaching methodologies and mapping 

of curriculums to classroom sessions form the science behind the timely 

supply of education. 

Students and institutions are dependent on favourable climate, political and 

governance functions to avail of this timely supply of education and even the 

finalizing of Common entrance examination (CET) based admissions.  

This is impactful as we need to design more autonomics to incorporate 

mobility that helps institutions, examination departments, faculties, students 

and parents / customary interested parties access (a board specific or 

common) EduMobility Management System for mandatory and liable supply 

to help coverage of a curriculum to help next steps. 

Next steps could be “EduMobility autonomic(s) reviews of unclaimed or 

reducing claims for seats to specific courses or degrees”, examinations, 

viva(s), tests, field studies, seminars etc. 

Edu Mobility to mitigate issues of 

climate change & transitions in political 

or governance functions that affect the 

time of supply of education 
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The investments for the same could be incorporated via mobility policies that 

include a “cover” for medical conditions, unforeseen interruptions in day to 

day expectations and disaster management. 

Universal risk reduction norms  

The cover could help students who have enrolled for a Common entrance 

examination (CET) to secure seats in degree level courses, also report issues 

like economic crisis due to disasters or emergencies which may prevent them 

from securing and/or in-time claiming their seats. This could help governing 

authorities incorporate steps to resolve such issues. 

 

The „World of Unforeseen Dynamics‟ is one which poses unanswered 

questions for us to subsist in deteriorating conditions. 

The autonomics element is one that designs Edu Mobility so it not only 

mobilizes education but also is purposeful for the Management system and 

the Edu-etiquette relevant for education at all levels. 

 

Grids are networks that are more  

    sustainable 

Edu-etiquette 

for mobilized 

education 
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This „Edu Mobility framework‟ can be pictured to be a Grid of Edu Mobility 

Centres (that work Inter-state, Intra-state, In-situ or adaptively) to connect 

Chartered educational systems that can mobilize education via rendering of 

educational guidance augmented by a timely supply of (discounted or relief 

based) Edu- goods and IT systems. 
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This Edu Mobility Grid can be designed via the implementation of some 

elements such as 

1. An Edu Mobility Centre (on part of each “autonomic for Edu mobility” 

educational institution/link) 

URL: To be defined 

2. An Edu Mobility Programme (that can be subscribed to by students where 

it is supported by institutions, Edu-goods & IT systems organizations, Internet 

presence enabling dedicated clouds, dedicated social networks, communities 

and people that adhere to the new Edu-etiquette to deliver or subscribe to 

Chartered sessions that mobilize education) 

3. An Edu-Etiquette (that is like the netiquette that needs to be followed today 

in the online world) 

4. An Edu Mobility Navigator (who designs the cloud and charter for the 

learning or teaching content for a Centre) 

5. An Edu Mobility Custodian (who prevents misuse or abuse of the Centre) 

6. An Edu Mobility Writer (who authors or co-authors or finalizes chartered 

content for a Centre) 

7. An Edu Mobility Subscriber (who subscribes to the chartered content from 

a Centre) 

8. An Edu Mobility Analyzer (who analyzes content and provides feedback to 

the Centre) 

9. A Zen Publisher (who selects and publishes content and knowledge-aids 

or accessories from a Centre to different consumers) 

10. An Edu Mobility NetConnector (who helps upload, download, subscribe or 

unsubscribe to content, administer and manage the Edu Mobility) 

11. An Edu Mobility Desk (like the Help Desk that integrates different 

management components) 
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The “Drawing to Life” of the Edu Mobility Centre 

The illustration of the globe or spinning earth will be the access point to the 

Edu Mobility Centre.  

Why is it a globe? 

The globe or spinning earth maps this „World of Unforeseen dynamics‟ to 

different Content Harnesses that enable administrators, contributors and 

subscribers to use the Edu Mobility framework. 

 

The Content Harness (draft) will enable (chartered) content management for 

1. Pre-school 

2. Kindergarten 

3. Nursery and standards from 1 to 5 
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4. Middle school standards from 6 to 8  

5. High school standards from 9 to 10 

6. Pre-university or Junior College 

7. Under-graduate College 

8. Graduate College 

9. Post-graduate College or PHD 

10. Any other higher Education  

11. ... 

The issue being that the learning curve specialties and complexity is different 

or even increases from standard to standard, educational boards to 

educational boards, school to college, college to university, university to 

university. 

Adding an EduMIS function to all educational systems 

The Centre will need to implement an EduMIS function that helps integrate 

1. Curricular Aspects 

2. Teaching-Learning and Evaluation 

3. Research, Consultancy and Extension 

4. Infrastructure and Learning Resources 

5. Student Support and Progression 

6. Governance, Leadership and Management 

7. Innovations and Best Practices, but today there is a need for 

8. In-time Adherence for HRD Ministry or Board policies  

9. Universal risk reduction norms and Standardized indicators 

 

The details of this are part of the EduEssentials website and it‟s related links. 
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As Education is known to see entry and exit in-between and after 

curriculums 

To address this, the Centre will need to help migration from one charter to 

another as and when it is necessary.  

The Centre‟s team will need to consolidate locator guidance, streams, 

playbacks, and reference material to author educational content for the 

harness.  

 

 B. The specialty of the Edu Mobility Centre 

The Edu Mobility Centre finds that there is a lifetime to any educational 

content or content harness. 

 It helps content or educational material crystallize via its Edu Mobility Centre 

@Womb where content can be referred to by Zen Publishers and identified, 

developed, revised or removed by Edu Mobility Writers who determine the 

macro and microcosm of this mobilized world. 
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Conceptually cutting through  

The @Womb is reflective of the learning and finding that mothers-to-be can 

develop more self-awareness and consciousness in their babies by 

purposeful interaction. 

 

 

 

C. Today and Futuristically  

AOEC has developed a website on autonomics. This site helps people know 

more about autonomic involvement. 

URL www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/autonomics 

http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/autonomics
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 From this @Womb after a period of gestation, where the stories evolve they 

will become content for the Content Harnesses and Enablers mentioned 

earlier. 

The @Womb stands for an autonomic womb that can bring more 

consciousness in macro and micro focus that brings to life content or learning 

that helps students pronate. 

The term pronate means taking right NEXT steps for further development and 

growth. 

It could also support a health-education plan (as part of the Content 
Harnesses) to counsel, advise, heal and offer relief to afflicted students.  
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D. AOEC’s Green Cluster for sustenance 

The Edu Mobility Centre is part of AOEC‟s Green cluster for sustenance. This 

today includes proof of concept websites for  

1. Resource Centres     

URL: www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/resourcecentre 

2. Network Centres 

URL: www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/networkcentral 

3. Edu Centres     

URL: www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/eduessential 

4. Mitigation Services  

URL: www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/consciousacts 

5. Future Generic Art 

URL: www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/futuregenart 

6. Universe of craft and more   

URL: www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/universeofcraft 

http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/resourcecentre
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/networkcentral
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/eduessential
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/consciousacts
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/futuregenart
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/universeofcraft

